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Yann André LeCun ( born on July 8, 1960) is a French computer scientist 
working primarily in the fields of machine learning, computer vision, mobile 
robotics, and computational neuroscience. He is the Silver Professor of the 
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences at New York University, and Vice 
President, Chief AI Scientist at Facebook. He is well known for his work on 
optical character recognition and computer vision using Convolutional 
Neural Networks (CNN), and is a founding father of Convolutional Nets. He is 
also one of the main creators of the DjVu image compression technology 
(together with Léon Bottou and Patrick Haffner). He co-developed the Lush 
programming language with Léon Bottou.LeCun received the 2018 Turing 
Award, together with Yoshua Bengio and Geoffrey Hinton, for their work on 
deep learning.[ LeCun - together with Geoffrey Hinton and Yoshua Bengio - 
are referred to by some as the "Godfathers of AI" and "Godfathers of Deep 
Learning". We dedicate our current edition of “INSPIRE” with the theme 
“Recent Trends and Advances in Artificial Intelligence” to “Yann André 
LeCun” for his pioneering contribution to the field of Artificial Intelligence 
and Machine Learning.
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Overview of Artificial Intelligence

We are delighted to bring out Volume 6 issue of our Newsletter  'Inspire'. The Newsletter has culminated from a plethora 

of efforts of Department of Information Science and Engineering. We feel privileged to present our theme “Recent 

Trends and Advances in Artificial Intelligence” to indeed inspire and provide a forum for exchange of ideas with 

innovative, empirical and conceptual cases having an inclusive ethos open to a wide range of methodological 

approaches and philosophical support in the field of Artificial Intelligence. We are indeed indebted to our reviewers 

who have spared their valuable time and contributed towards this endeavor. Lastly, we would like to express our 

heartfelt thanks to our Hon'ble Secretary of BNMIT Sri Narayan Rao R.Maanay for his continued guidance and 

motivation. We sincerely hope that the readers will find the case contents interesting and relevant and intellectually 

stimulating, leading to diverse outlook to research issues.

The Department of Information Science and Engineering (ISE) is headed by Dr. Shashikala, a dedicated Professor. The 

Department was established in the year 2001 with an intake of sixty students. Since its inception, the Department has 

paved a path of technical excellence and innovative teaching methods. It comprises highly qualified, research-oriented 

teaching faculties, committed to instil moral values among students, in addition to providing cutting edge technical 

academic knowledge. The Department has well equipped laboratories with state-of-the-art computational facilities.

The current semester has been most challenging for the faculty members and the students alike, because of the COVID- 

19 pandemic. The faculty members of the Department have used various Information and Communication Technology 

(ICT) tools and Innovative Teaching Methodologies for the smooth conduction of online classes. Several webinars, 

online presentations and training have been conducted as part of the professional society bodies viz. Computer Society 

of India (CSI), Institution of Engineers (IE), Indian Society for Technical Education (ISTE) and Board for IT Education 

Standards (BITES) programs.

Artificial Intelligence is an approach to make a computer, a robot, or a product to think as smart as human being. AI is a 

study of how human brain thinks, learns, decides and works, when it tries to solve problems. And finally this study puts 

out the intelligent software systems. The aim of AI is to improve computer functions which are related to human 

knowledge, for example, reasoning, learning, and problem-solving.

The objectives of AI research are reasoning, knowledge representation, planning, learning, natural language 

processing, realization, and ability to move and manipulate objects. There are long-term goals in the general 

intelligence sector. Approaches include statistical methods, computational intelligence, and traditional coding AI. 

During the AI research related to search and mathematical optimization, artificial neural networks and methods based 

on statistics, probability, and economics, we use many tools. Computer science attracts AI in the field of science, 

mathematics, psychology, linguistics, philosophy and its influence is not limited to Computer Science & Engg but to all 

aspects of Scirnce including Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Electronics, Bio Medical Sciences, Basic Sciences and the 

fields are boundless.



Applications of AI in diverse sectors:

1. Transportation: Although it could take a decade or more to perfect them, autonomous cars will one day ferry us 

from place to place.

2. Manufacturing: AI powered robots work alongside humans to perform a limited range of tasks like assembly and 

stacking, and predictive analysis sensors keep equipment running smoothly.

3. Healthcare: In the comparatively AI-nascent field of healthcare, diseases are more quickly and accurately 

diagnosed, drug discovery is sped up and streamlined, virtual nursing assistants monitor patients and big data 

analysis helps to create a more personalized patient experience.

4. Education: Textbooks are digitized with the help of AI, early-stage virtual tutors assist human instructors and 

facial analysis gauges the emotions of students to help determine who's struggling or bored and better tailor the 

experience to their individual needs.

5. Media: Journalism is harnessing AI, too, and will continue to benefit from it. Bloomberg uses Cyborg technology 

to help make quick sense of complex financial reports. The Associated Press employs the natural language abilities 

of Automated Insights to produce 3,700 earnings reports stories per year — nearly four times more than in the 

recent past.

6. Customer Service: Last but hardly least; Google is working on an AI assistant that can place human-like calls to 

make appointments at, say, and your neighborhood hair salon. In addition to words, the system understands context 

and nuance.
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AIoT: When Artificial Intelligence Meets the Internet of Things

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a 

technology helping us to reimagine daily 

life, but artificial intelligence (AI) is the 

real driving force behind the IoT's full 

potential .  From its most basic 

applications of tracking our fitness 

levels, to its wide-reaching potential 

across industries and urban planning, the 

growing partnership between AI and the 

IoT means that a smarter future could 

occur sooner than we think. 

Vignesh Holla G R
USN: 1BG19IS061 
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IoT devices use the internet to communicate, collect, and exchange information about our online activities. Every day, 

they generate 1 billion GB of data. By 2025, there's projected to be 42 billion IoT-connected devices globally. It's only 

natural that as these device numbers grow, the swaths of data will too. That's where AI steps in—lending its learning 

capabilities to the connectivity of the IoT.

The IoT is empowered by three key emerging technologies:

?Artificial Intelligence (AI) Programmable functions and systems that enable devices to learn, reason, and process 

information like humans.

?5G Networks Fifth generation mobile networks with high-speed, near-zero lag for real time data processing.

AI + IoT = Superpowers of Innovation
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?Big Data Enormous volumes of data processed from numerous internet-connected sources.

Together, these interconnected devices are transforming the way we interact with our devices at home and at work, 

creating the AIoT (“Artificial Intelligence of Things”) in the process.

Akanksha Tiwari
USN: 1BG19IS003

rd3  SEM

Is Robotics, AI Taking Over The Job Market?

Artificial intelligence (AI) and robotics are digital 

technologies that will have significant impact on the 

development of humanity in the near future. They 

have raised fundamental questions about what we 

should do with these systems, what the systems 

themselves should do, what risks they involve, and 

how we can control these.

While AI can be entirely software, robots are 

physical machines that move. Robots are subject to 

physical impact, typically through “sensors”, and 

they exert physical force onto the world, typically 

through “actuators”, like a gripper or a turning wheel. Accordingly, autonomous cars or planes are robots, and only a 

minuscule portion of robots is “humanoid” (human-shaped), like in the movies. Some robots use AI, and some do not: 

Typical industrial robots blindly follow completely defined scripts with minimal sensory input and no learning or 

reasoning (around 500,000 such new industrial robots are installed each year (IFR 2019 [OIR])). It is probably fair to 

say that while robotics systems cause more concerns in the general public, AI systems are more likely to have a greater 

impact on humanity. Also, AI or robotics systems for a narrow set of tasks are less likely to cause new issues than 

systems that are more flexible and autonomous. Robotics and AI can thus be seen as covering two overlapping sets of 

systems: systems that are only AI, systems that are only robotics, and systems that are both.

Reference: https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/ethics-ai/

Harshit Kant Verma
USN: 1BG19IS015
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The Role of Artificial intelligence in Ethical Hacking

Artificial intelligence has influenced every aspect of our daily lives. Nowadays, thousands of tech companies have 

developed state-of-the-art AI-powered cyber security defence solutions specifically designed and programmed by 

ethical hackers and penetration testers. The Artificial Intelligence used in such solutions helps prevent cyber attacks 

from even happening by predicting the potential risks.

Every tech app or service we use contains at least some type of Artificial Intelligence or smart learning technology, at 

least in most cases. It is now of a high possibility of connecting almost every electrical device to the internet to create our 

own personalized smart environments, all thanks to the recently announced 5th generation speed networks and rapid 

advancement in machine learning. In order to improve the overall efficiency and performance of the tasks these IoT 

devices are set to, they have to communicate and exchange information with each other repeatedly.

How do Hackers use artificial intelligence?

Different Artificial Intelligence solutions help when our devices are involved in heavy communication under the 

connection of networks, automatically sending our data securely to the remote cloud servers where all the data and 

information are gathered and analysed by the robotic process in order to understand, visualize and extract useful 

AI in Robotics
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information. Now the challenge arises in safely 

sending this confidential data to servers as there are 

many potential threats and risks of hackers stealing 

this data, which can, in turn, lead a device to be used 

illegitimately, leaving a privacy risk. Therefore, we 

must have a way of securing these devices and 

overcoming these risks in the form of a solution that 

involves high usage of AI-powered applications.

AI Cybersecurity Solutions to Block Phishing in 

IoT Devices

Since we all use the web regularly, the most 

common medium we use to access it is an internet browser. And cybercrooks, due to their malicious nature, have found 

several mechanisms to deceive the innocent and unsuspecting users into providing sensitive information through 

phishing. This method works when a cybercrook makes a fake SMS, video, phone call, or shopping site that offers 

goods, products, or services at very unbelievable prices. But when a user enters their personal information, like credit 

card or other payment information, it goes straight into the hands of web-hackers who then use this for their very own 

personal usage. Then the innocent buyer never receives anything that they ordered. However, cyber professionals have 

deemed artificial intelligence as a countermeasure for this hacking method. The AI-powered web-based filters and 

firewall applications are now available that upon deployment on a user's device like their computer;it protects the users 

by now even letting the user open a website that raises flags of a little bit of insecure and suspicious. Machine learning 

coded into Artificial Intelligence helps learn the new patterns of scams over time, and these AI-powered firewalls learn 

automatically new ways to protect users against advanced cyber risks. 

AI Solutions to Protect Identity Theft

Data leaks and identity theft nowadays are on the rise, as the passing time has very much revealed the shocking fact that 

the number of such cyber-attacks is only increasing over time. As humans, we are not perfect, and we also keep 

forgetting very important things in our lives. The same goes for when it comes to the protection of data/information like 

our passwords for our different accounts, including social media, bank accounts, and so on. Since we keep the usage of 

the same passwords for too long that the chances of it being break/cracked by cyber-crooks increase. Or simply 

sometimes we keep a device logged-in with our info, and someone else physically takes the device and can see our 

private information. But with the use and implementation of AI, this problem is hugely reduced as Artificial 

Intelligence automatically determines that a password of an account is being used for too long, and it is time to change, 

keeping the user reminding that changing-passcodes regularly is vital for information-safeguarding. 

Reference: https://blog.eccouncil.org/the-role-of-artificial-intelligence-in-ethical-hacking/

Sri Krishna H V
USN: 1BG17IS044
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Scope of AI in Healthcare

Artificial intelligence (AI) aims to mimic human cognitive functions. It is bringing a paradigm shift to healthcare, 

powered by increasing availability of healthcare data and rapid progress of analytics techniques. AI can be applied to 

various types of healthcare data (structured and unstructured). Popular AI techniques include machine learning 

methods for structured data, such as the classical support vector machine and neural network, and the modern deep 

learning, as well as natural language processing for unstructured data. Major disease areas that use AI tools include 

cancer, neurology and cardiology.  

Recently AI techniques have sent vast waves across healthcare, even fuelling an   active   discussion of whether AI 

doctors will eventually replace human physicians in the future.  We believe that human physicians will not be replaced 

AI in Ethical Hacking
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AI is Shaping the Future of Content Marketing and Personalization

Artificial Intelligence is simply a term that describes the way a computer program or machine can imitate various types 

of human behavior and thinking, such as movement and speech, and being able to implement acquired intelligence to 

perform different actions with minimal human intervention. The practice of collecting basic demographic information 

from customers to create a successful business marketing strategy is one of the past. 

An Artificial Intelligence-based platform that is more sophisticated is better able to detect and predict how patterns will 

form in data. By being able to continuously access relevant insights from rapidly increasing volumes of data, a business' 

marketing strategies and initiatives are drastically improved.

AI-powered personalization can create a pool of loyal, engaged customers who keep returning to the brand.AI already 

plays a major role in marketing campaigns, in some form or the other. For example, an AI engine can scan the data from 

multiple leads to assign them a priority score. AI can also assist in programmatic advertising by matching ad space to 

the right content.

AI personalization refers to the categorization of different customer data sets and extracting valuable insights from 

them. These insights are fed into an automation engine that can take action without human intervention. A good 

example of AI-powered personalization is the tailored playlists created by Spotify based on a customer's listening 

habits. AI personalization can be applied to enhance your marketing campaigns in five interesting ways.

Knowing your customer in real-time, and acknowledging their needs and accordingly offering them services or 

products can be possible with the application of AI. AI has the ability to interact with customers in real-time and study 

purchase behavior to accordingly define potentially attractive products or services. It's vital that these personal 

interactions happen in real-time so that recommendations are of use to the customer and keep them engaged. When a 

user is interested in a particular product, AI will interact with them, to make recommendations and suggestions. The 

number of personalization options for businesses is continuing to increase.

Use Cases of AI Impacting Marketing Personalization:

1. Embedding AI-powered chatbots on your website to collect data for personalization: 

The first step for successful personalization is to gather comprehensive and accurate data sets. Unfortunately, 

traditional website forms aren't always up to the task. Visitors might want to share data apart from the specified fields. 

The data sharing process will also depend on the type/demographics of the visitor interacting with your website. An AI 

chatbot addresses this by delivering a customizable conversation flow, tailored to meet the needs of individual visitors. 

This data can be fed into your CRM platform to enable later-stage personalization.

by machines in the foreseeable future, but AI can definitely 

assist physicians to make better clinical decisions or even 

replace human judgement in certain functional areas of 

healthcare (e.g., radiology). The increasing availability of 

healthcare data and rapid development of big data analytic 

methods has made possible the recent successful applications 

of AI in healthcare. Guided by relevant clinical questions, 

powerful AI techniques can unlock clinically relevant 

information hidden in the massive amount of data, which in 

turn can assist clinical decision making.

Reference:https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317880442_Artificial_intelligence_in_healthcare_past_presen

t_and_future

AI in Healthcare



2. Implementing AI to personalize the micro-

elements of content: 

Marketers must pay special attention to the smaller, 

“micro” elements of content to garner a reaction from 

customers. In all this content clutter, this is essential 

for marketers looking to stand out. AI can help tweak 

micro-elements such as the greeting, the subject line 

emails, follow-ups, etc. to personalize the 

conversation.

3. Retargeting customers using AI algorithms: 

This is particularly relevant for e-commerce. A 

website visitor will spend time browsing products, 

clicking links, exploring different catalog pages, and 

adding/removing items from the cart. This behavior 

can reveal valuable insights for e-commerce 

marketing. The AI personalization engine analyzes 

visitor behavior and re-targets ads accordingly.

4. Sharing personalized mobile content based on real-time events: 

The audience using your mobile app typically comprises high-intent customers. This implies that they are already 

interested in your product/service and are ready for conversion. AI can help monitor audience behavior and detect any 

exceptional event – such as cart abandonment, a product on the wish list becoming available, clicking on the same 

product description multiple times, unusually long intervals between purchases, etc. Depending on the event type, the 

AI triggers a personalized mobile notification. This message needs to mention the customer's preferred product/service 

variant so that they feel their tastes are being acknowledged.

5. Studying customer sentiment to create unique audiences: 

Sentiment analytics applies Natural Language Processing (an AI technique) to generate insights from raw, unstructured 

data. For instance, customer feedback on your social media page will carry words with positive or negative 

connotations. Sentiment analysis can detect these words and phrases to give you an accurate picture of how your 

customers are feeling. Based on these insights, you can create unique audiences for your social media campaigns. If 

customers with a particular designation find your product “difficult to understand”, you can launch a series of how-to 

guides and spread the word on social media by targeting this specific group.

References:

1. https://www.singlegrain.com/artificial-intelligence/how-ai-is-shaping-the-future-of-content-marketing-and-

personalization

2. https://www.martechadvisor.com/articles/machine-learning-ai/ai-marketing-personalization
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AI in Content Marketing

Mansi C
USN: 1BG17IS025
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Interesting AI Statistics for 2021

?AI-powered voice assistants to reach 8 billion by 2023.

?By 2025, the global AI market is expected to be almost $60 billion.

?The highest number of Alexa's inventory skills are accessible in the US  about 66,000 skills.

?Global GDP will grow by $15.7 trillion by 2030 thanks to AI.
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AI and Bioinformatics
A living organism is composed of 

organic compounds and 'Life' is the 

condition that distinguishes animals and 

plants from inorganic matter. Then what 

combinations of these compounds gives 

rise to life? Can one analyse these 

combinations and create a living 

organism from scratch? Well, this 

analysis of biological data is called 

Bioinformatics. 

We know there are several living 

organisms, which means several 

combinations of compounds, that leads to massive amounts of data. Here comes the role of Data Science and AI.AI in 

bioinformatics includes research with the help of biological sequence matching, protein-protein interaction and 

function-structure analysis. This analysis helps in the design and discovery of drugs as well as complex systems. 

Proteins being the building blocks of life are responsible for all the biological processes of a cell. There are different 

varieties of proteins and they are grouped according to their biological functions. As many of them have 

indistinguishable primary structures and a common origin of evolution, it is challenging to classify them. This issue can 

be tackled by using AI and its computational ability. 

Evolution is an exceptionally difficult and complex system to model in case of humans or other organisms that have 

massive populations, but by the ability of bioinformatics to harness the predictive power of machine learning, one can 

have a glimpse into the future and see the most likely outcome of population or what probabilities a certain population's 

DNA will evolve into a particular version. 

Bioinformatics has a very bright future as it uses the power of computers and the efficiency of machine learning to 

simulate and look into places that one would take either too long to go or would have never thought of going. DNA 

analysis, artificial organs, new drugs and vaccines are rapidly advancing as bioinformatics is spurred by the AI craze 

Reference: https://towardsdatascience.com/bioinformatics-how-ai-can-contribute-to-the-study-of-life-

7a67f3d62a9f

Varsha Subramanya
USN: 1BG19IS060
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How AI is Improving Predictive Analytics

Artificial Intelligence (AI), machine learning, and predictive analytics are paving the way for intensive customer-

centric data that can increase sales, generate leads, and enhance customer satisfaction. Big data has become a key driver 

for enterprises to enhance their sustainability in a competitive business world. With more data being produced and 

stored than ever before, the need for more efficient, effective, and precise processes has grown too. Predictive analytics 

is one such powerful process.

Predictive analytics is the process of using data mining, statistics, and modelling to make predictions. The software 

mines and analyses historical data patterns to predict future outcomes by extracting information from data sets to 

determine patterns and trends. Simply put!, it is used on a set of data that defines a range of parameters such as the 

previous order history of a customer, their interests, pages they view most, products that can benefit them, and products 

they might need along with their existing order. It can bring you insights and accelerate customer understanding.

Predictive analytics, when paired with computational power, allows businesses to identify their potential customers or 

probable responses by using personalised data collected over time. As humans, many of our decisions are not based on 

AI in Bioinformatics
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logic. Emotions, trust, intuition, communication skills, inner satisfaction and culture all play a crucial role in 

persuading us to buy a certain product or make a particular decision.

Artificial intelligence algorithms are increasingly integrating the ability to identify these key emotions and produce 

insights that make prospecting more effective for potential buyers. For example, you have sales data on thousands of 

customers and the different items they have bought. Without the help of AI algorithms, all you will see is a bunch of 

complex data, rows after rows, mentioning product codes or names which will not only lead you anywhere but are also 

highly complex to understand.

For example, a popular combination of products bought together by consumers is product A and product B, and 75% of 

people who bought this combination also purchased a product C along with it. Now you can easily analyse the 

remaining 25% of the customers and suggest them the product C. This way, you will be recommending your customers 

a valuable product that has been found useful and effective by other similar minded buyers as well.

Companies have started to scale the power of the ultimate duo of AI and predictive analytics. Humans tend to make 

choices based on a set behavioural pattern and not always logic. We frequently purchase the same items, prefer a 

selective range of brands, behave in similar ways, and act on similar intuitions.

Predictive analytics has propelled the AI market by bringing customer intelligence the ability to go beyond the 

understanding of the historical data. It is producing useful insights that delve into what happened and suggest what 

could be done to improve a certain scenario. Leading solutions like SAS Advanced Analytics software is infused with 

Reference:  https://www.martechvibe.com/insights/staff-articles/how-ai-is-improving-predictive-analytics/

Naman Chandra
USN: 1BG17IS027

th7  SEM

AI in Accident prediction and prevention

It is certain that with the implementation of autonomous driving, Artificial intelligence can hugely impact driving in the 

future but other unique technologies help us make the current driving experience a bit safer for the driver as well as the 

pedestrians.

Many companies are venturing in creating platforms that can predict, prevent, and reduce accidents on the road. Nauto 

is one such company. Nauto claims to be the “only real-time AI-powered, driver behavior learning platform” that can 

actively predict, prevent, and reduce potential collisions or accidents on the road.

This is achieved using a multi-sensor device the Nauto Prevent. It also consists of cameras to observe both the road and 

the driver. Using machine learning and Artificial Intelligence the software can detect harmful practices like cell phone 

use, drowsiness, hard accelerations, or collision.

“The AI models are fuelled by insights from over 400 million AI-processed video miles,” says Shweta Shrivastava, 

vice-president of product at Nauto. “By deploying AI on the edge, we're able to detect risky driving events with high 

AI in Predictive Analytics
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accuracy in real-time, and then immediately alert 

drivers and help them correct the high-risk behavior 

with audible and visual alerts.” 

Nauto is just one such example. In Dubai, the police 

launched an AI-driven project called Oyoon “Eyes” 

(in 2018) that will help them tackle the crimes and 

also reduce traffic accidents using CCTV cameras. 

Since it is a real-time traffic reporting system it also 

guides the first response teams to the best route 

possible. 

A similar effort was made in Bengaluru to assess the 

traffic density on roads changes traffic lights based 

on real-time conditions.

The upcoming technologies in this area can also 

help in the development of autonomous driving by 

providing data on the driver's behavior. Even though 

there is immense development in the field of 

autonomous driving, Human drivers aren't likely to 

go away anytime soon. Till we achieve the futuristic 

dream of having autonomous vehicles such 

technologies play a crucial role in predicting and 

preventing accidents on the road.
References:

https://techcrunch.com/2018/06/05/nauto-will-notify-drivers-when-theyre-distracted-in-real-time/

https://www.futurithmic.com/2020/01/21/artificial-intelligence-platforms-will-be-used-reduce-accidents-road/

https://bldgtmrw.com/projects/oyoon-l5t0k

https://www.nauto.com

Special Issue on “Sentiment Analysis”

The phenomenon of mixing the vocabulary and syntax of multiple languages within the same utterance is called Code-

Mixing. This is more evident in multilingual societies. This article shows how sentiment analysis can be made on Code-

Mixed Social Media Text. The system first generates two types of embeddings for the social media text. In those, the 

first one is character level embeddings to encode the character level information and to handle the out-of-vocabulary 

entries and the second one is Fast Text word embeddings for capturing morphology and semantics. These two 

embeddings were passed to the LSTM network and the system outperformed the baseline model.

The task of Sentiment analysis is modelled as a multi-class classification problem where given a code-mixed tweet, the 

model outputs probabilities of it belonging to three output classes - Positive, Negative, and Neutral. The input tweet is 

fed into 1D-CNN and Fast Text. These two word embedding models generate two d × T matrices, one is for the 1D-CNN 

and the other for the Fast Text. Here the dimension of each matrix is 256 × T. These two word embedding matrices are 

passed to two LSTM layers. One LSTM layer uses a character level embedding, whereas the other layer uses a Fast Text 

word embedding. These two layers learn syntactic and semantic feature representation and encode sequential patterns 

in the tweet. And each LSTM layer gives a 128 × 1 dimensions vector.

Sanjeeva S Chitlapalli
USN: 1BG19IS039 

3rd SEM

AI in Accident Prediction

CCTV Cameras used in OYOON Project
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Staff’s Achievements

Code-Mixed text pre-processing pipeline.

Reference: https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.04395

Kedarnath R Gubbi
USN: 1BG17IS022

7th SEM

Model Architecture

2. Dr. Saritha Chakrasali, Prof. and Head of Training and Placement, was invited by Udayabhanu Unnatha 

Adyayana Kendra to give the Key Note Address to the students graduating this year and the next batch of 

students who enrolled this year on 9-01-2021. 

3. Dr. S. Srividhya, Associate Professor, Successfully completed PhD thesis defense on 23/12/2020 from 

Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU). She has published a paper on 'Application To Detect Skin 

Cancer Using CNN' and 'Hand Gesture Detection For Learner's License Using CNN' under International 

Journal of Latest Trends in Engineering and Technology, July 2020. 

4. Mrs. Jagruthi H, Assistant Professor, has delivered a talk on 'Wireshark and open ssl' in the Webinar Series 

"Cyber Security" organized by the department of ISE, BNMIT.

1. Dr. Shashikala, Prof. and Head of the Department, has received Fund from AICTE Training and 

Learning (ATAL) for organizing Online FDP on 'Blockchain and Its Usecases' during 18/01/2021 – 

22/01/2021 under the trust area Computer Science and Biology. She is a part of  MoU signed with 

Balajanagraha NGO on 07/11/2020 for conducting VTU related AICTE activities for current 3rd and 5th 

semester Students in the department. She also delivered a talk on 'Cyber Security and Related Technologies' 

as a Resource Person at Dept. of ISE, BNMIT from 07/12/2020 to 11/12/2020.
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5. Mr. Vijay Kumar S, Assistant Professor,  has Reviewed the article ID 20M-05-264 with title “Assessing 

Heutagogical Elements in Learning of Engineering Education: Validation of Survey” Research Instrument 

and ID 20M-09-715 with title 'On-Campus E-Recruitment System in Nepal: Needs to Replace the 

Traditional System' of Special Issue for Advances in Science, Technology and Engineering Systems 

Journal. 

6. Mr. Manjunath G.S, Assistant Professor, was  a Resource Person for three Day Hands on e-Workshop on 

'Concepts of Data Structures: One should Know', which was scheduled from 5th to 7th November 2020 at 

EWIT, Bengaluru.

7. Mrs. Madhura Prakash, Assistant Professor, has published a paper on 'Deep Learning Approach to Video 

to Text Summarization' in 'International Journal of Innovative Research in Science, Engineering and 

Technology (IJIRSET) ' of  Volume 10, Issue 1, January 2021. She was also one of the Guest Speaker for 5 

day FDP on "IoT and its applications" organized by Sapthagiri College of Engineering from 14.12.2020 to 

18.12.2020.

8. Ms. Jamuna S Murthy, Assistant Professor, is a part of  MoU signed with Balajanagraha NGO on 

07/11/2020 and currently a Faculty Coordinator for conducting VTU related AICTE activities for current 

3rd and 5th Semester Students in the department. She has received the Certificate of Achievement from 

online workshop on “Threat Modelling” organized by CySeck (Cyber Security of Karnataka) on 

20/01/2020 and received the recognition for organizing workshops sponsored by CySeck (Cyber Security 

of Karnataka).

9. Mr. Akash Hegde, Assistant Professor, Delivered talk on 'Future Skills Technologies - Cyber Security' as a 

Resource Person from 05/10/2020 to 14/10/2020 conducted under TEQIP-III, by Dr. Ambedkar Institute of 

Technology. He has also Published a paper on "Implementation of a Chatbot using AWS and Gupshup 

1. Akanksha Tiwari, 3rd Semester participated in “Apogee Quiz” conducted by IIT Indore in August 2020. 

She also participated in “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat - National Level E-Quiz” in July 2020. 

2. Adithya M and Vinay S, 7th Semester participated in “Call for Code 2020” Hackathon conducted by IBM 

on 19th August 2020.   

Student’s Achievements

Details of Events 

1. Webinar Series “Use of Latex for Technical Writing” under Institution of Engineers (1E)”.

The Department of ISE organized a Webinar Series on 'Use of Latex for Technical Writing” under Institution of Engineers 

(1E)' on 17th October 2020 & 24h October 2020. 

Resource Person Ms. Jamuna S Murthy, Assistant 

Professor, Dept. of ISE, BNMIT discussed the 

importance of Latex tool and conducted Hands-on 

sessions on creating typographically sophisticated 

documents using Latex. Students were taught how Latex 

provides a platform to create a document with 

customized citation styles, bibliography list, placements 

of the graphs and tables. Also the webinar provided  how 

latex is essential for researchers to write the research 

papers for publications in scientific journals. 
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2. Webinar Series “Fundamentals of NLP/U and their application in Automotive Infotainment Systems” under 

Institution of Engineers (1E)”.

The Department of ISE organized a Webinar Series on 

“Fundamentals of NLP/U and their application in 

Automotive Infotainment Systems” under Institution of 

Engineers (1E)” on 5th December 2020. Resource 

Person Mr. Shreehari Shashtry, Senior Architect, Robert 

BOSCH India BNMIT discussed about the various NLP 

dimensions like Language, Linguistics, Cognitive 

Science, etc., he has explained about the common tasks 

involved in NLP like Text parsing, Semantic 

classification, Text summarization, Similarity detection, 

keyword spotting, Tokenization and Machine 

translation. He has also explained about the syntactic 

analysis and semantic analysis techniques along with real time examples. Basics of Natural Language Understanding was 

also covered in the technical talk. 

3. Webinar Series “Cyber Security and Related Technologies” under Indian Society for Technical Education 

(ISTE).

The Department of ISE organized a Webinar Series on 

“Cyber Security and Related Technologies” under Indian 

Society for Technical Education (ISTE) from 07th 

December 2020 to 11th December 2020. Resource 

Person Dr. Shashikala, Professor and HoD, Dept. of ISE, 

BNMIT Mrs. S. Srividhya, Assistant Professor, Dept. of 

ISE, BNMIT, Mrs. Jagruthi H., Assistant Professor, 

Dept. of ISE, BNMIT Mrs. Madhura Prakash M., 

Assistant Professor, Dept. of ISE, BNMIT Mr. Akash 

Hegde, Assistant Professor, Dept. of ISE, BNMIT 

discussed about various topics related to cyber security 

and related technologies. The main objective of the 

webinar series was to provide knowledge to the students 

on computer security, cyber security or information technology security (IT security) so that they could learn these new 

technologies and utilize them in their project work, research work .

4. AICTE Training and Learning (ATAL) Academy sponsored online Faculty Development Programme on 

“Blockchain & its Use Cases”

The Department of ISE organized a FDP on “Blockchain & its 

Use Cases” under AICTE Training and Learning (ATAL) from 

18th Jan 2021 to 22nd Jan 2021. The Guest of Honor was 

“Shri. Buddha Chandrashekar”, Chief Coordinating Officer, 

AICTE, MoE, Government of India. Resource Persons such as 

Dr. Kunwar Singh, Dept. of CSE, NIT Trichy, Tamil Nadu  

gave first session on “Introduction to Blockchain 

Technology”. Next Mr. Bharatesh Chakravarthi, Research 

Scholar, Virtual Environments Lab, Chung-Ang University, 

Seoul, South Korea gave brief look at Blockchain technology, 

applications, key elements, benefits. Dr. Vanchana Singh, 

Associate Professor, Inderprastha Enginrring College, 

Lucknow discussed on topic Universal Human Values. 

Followed by Prof. Lohith J.J, Assistant Professor, BMS College of Engineering, Bengaluru, Karnataka gave a session on 
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“Introduction to Ethereum and Smart Contract”. Dr. S. Venkatesan, Associate professor, IIIT – Allahabad gave  a session on 

“Blockchain in Industry – Integration with Emerging Technologies”. Mr. Supreeth Y S, Co-Founder and CEO at Tequed Labs, 

Director at ASQR Technologies and Mr. Supreeth Y S, Co-Founder and CEO at Tequed Labs, Director at ASQR 

Technologies” gave a session on “Blockchain and Application Development”. Finally Dr. Mahavir Jhawar, Assistant 

Professor, Ashoka University, Sonipat, Haryana, ended the session by delivering a talk on “Open Research Problems in 

Blockchain”.

5. ‘Google Cloud Career Readiness Programme’ sponsored by Google Cloud Inc 

Google Cloud career readiness program offers a 

platform for students aspiring to launch careers 

in engineering and management roles related to 

cloud infrastructure, cloud-native application 

development, and data engineering. Ms. 

Jamuna S Murthy, Assistant Professor, successfully completed the 'Google Cloud Career Readiness Programme' offered by 

Google Cloud Inc during September 2020 – November 2020 to bag the sponsorship for 50 Students to take up the same 

Programme for free of Cost. Currently she is one of the recognized educators at Google Cloud Inc handling the “Associate 

Cloud Engineer track” for Students in our Institution. Around 28 students studying under 3rd and 5th semester of our 

department have successfully completed the Programme under Batch 1(i.e. Winter Batch) during December 2020 – February 

2021 and the next Batch (i.e. Summer Batch) is about to start from March 2021. 

6. MoU with Balajanagraha NGO

Bala Janaagraha is a uniquely 

designed citizenship education 

p r o g r a m m e  a i m e d  a t  

empowering children with the 

knowledge, skills and values necessary to develop a deep sense of ownership and 

responsibility towards the society they live in, thus aiming to transform today's children 

into active citizens of tomorrow. On 7th Nov 2020 our department has signed the MoU with 

Bala Janaagraha to involve students in 'I Change My City' challenge through VTU and 

AICTE verified activity plan under Activity 13 i.e. 'Automation of Local Activity' to create 

an impact for many issues faced in the community.

Talent Corner

Samhita
USN: 1BG17IS036

7th SEM
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?Arise,awake and do not stop until the goal is reached.

?You have to grow from the inside out. None can teach you, none can 
make you spiritual. 

?There is no other teacher but your own soul.

-- Swami Vivekananda 

Shriya Urankar
USN: 1BG18IS051

th
5  SEM

Thorin Oakenshield

Harry Potter Sushant Singh Rajput

Captain Jack Sparrow
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Editorial Team
Students Faculty

?Anagha R, III Sem

?Nallamalli Srilatha Chahna, III Sem

?S Amith Nadig, V Sem

?Shesha Sai Balaji K P, V Sem

?Rakshitha K R, VII Sem

?Sri Krishna H V, VII Sem

Ms. Jamuna S Murthy
- Assistant Professor

Dr. Ravindra Nath Tiwari
- Assistant Professor -English

Sri. Anand P M
- System Manager

When things go wrong , as  they sometimes will
When you have to smile , but you sigh
When you feel zero , but you want to be a hero
Rest for a while , but recharge your self meanwhile ! 

Life changes every second,
We don't know what next will happen,
But follow the next , there is always the best 
Follow that twist , make your turn 
Never give up , as that's how you learn ! 

 Struggles come and go,
 But you got to show,
 That it's not hard to grow,
 Finally come out like a rainbow ! 

Face it out ! 

Aishwarya. A 
USN: 1BG19IS005

th
7  SEM

Sushmitha Hegde
USN: 1BG19IS051

rd
3  SEM

Pandemic Effect Illustrated


